
Playing with a child  
on the Autism Spectrum 

Key messages from the Way to Play Programme

The importance of play

How play is a crucial factor in a child’s development

Why children with Autism miss out on play

What is it that makes it difficult to play together with a child on the 
Autism Spectrum?

Pattern, Memory and Variation

Learning to use as the basis for interactive play

Learning to ‘be’ together

How to play with toys

Learning how to use toys to enhance joint attention

Making yourself Interesting and being the Guide

Examining the adult style (and improving)

Interrupting and Sabotage

How the adult can break into the child’s play

Pretend play

How to create problem-solving opportunities and results

Making everyday activities playful

What your child is learning

Knowing how to set targets for your child and what is important



Programme
Way to Play is a one day introduction to playing with a child on 
the Autism Spectrum.

Often adults are left bewildered when trying to play with a child on 
the Autism Spectrum. The course offers some simple, easy to use 
strategies to begin playing joyously together with the child.

Participants will leave the course with: 

 - A better understanding of the importance of play for a  
young child

 - Some strategies that can be implemented immediately

 - The knowledge of the importance of what they do in  
the play situation

 - Targets which can be used for the child.

Way to Play has been specifically designed for parents and 
people directly involved with a young child on the Autism 
Spectrum, who want some practical strategies for how to play in 
fun and exciting ways together.

Autism New Zealand provides experienced programme educators 
throughout New Zealand for all education programmes.

What people have said about Way to Play

“12 out of 10. Fascinating! Exceptionally well presented. Great 
practical examples, demonstrations and videos. Your enthusiasm 
is inspiring” – Occupational Therapist Christchurch

“This programme was fantastic; it gave me fresh ideas and 
strategies. Your personal experience made the goals easier to 
work towards”. – Parent

Cost  
$80 per person inclusive of GST. 

For further details contact
Pat Gluck, National Programme Manager, Autism New Zealand 
PO Box 6455, Marion Square, Wellington 6141

T. (04) 803 3501 F. (04) 803 3502  
W. autismnz.org.nz E. pat.gluck@autismnz.org.nz


